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Kentucky Reads

K

entucky Humanities has selected Bobbie Ann
Mason’s Dear Ann for its 2022 Kentucky Reads.
Kentucky Humanities is also celebrating its
50th anniversary in 2022. As we were debating
our Kentucky Reads selection, we determined that we wanted to choose a book that fit with our theme of celebrating 50
years and/or a book that represented the happenings of 1972,
such as the Vietnam War, when Kentucky Humanities came
into existence. Dear Ann does both because it reminisces
over 50 years as it looks back at choices made over the years
and begins during the Vietnam War. The novel will be at the
center of state-wide conversations on nostalgia, the choices
we make and how they affect our lives and thinking back on
the road not taken.
The Vietnam War serves as the background of a love

story in the turbulent ’60s in Bobbie Ann Mason’s newest
book, Dear Ann. Ann Workman, a smart yet naïve misfit,
travels from rural Kentucky to attend graduate school in
search of education and to fall in love. Many years later,
Ann recalls this time of innocence as she faces another life
crisis. Seeking escape from her problems, she tries to imagine where she might be if she had chosen differently all
those years ago.
Kentucky Humanities’ first edition of Kentucky Reads,
in 2018, featured Kentucky native Robert Penn Warren’s
Pulitzer Prize-winning novel All the King’s Men to guide
statewide conversations on contemporary populism, political discourse, and their relationship to journalism. In 2020,
Wendell Berry’s Hannah Coulter was chosen, and in 2021
Crystal Wilkinson’s The Birds of Opulence was featured.

Kentucky Reads Selections
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Meet Bobbie Ann Mason
By Wendell Berry

Photo by Guy Mendes

M

y first encounters with Bobbie Ann Mason
(that I clearly remember) were in 1963, in
New York City where we both were working,
and then in 1965 in Binghamton, N.Y., where
I was visiting, and she was in graduate school. And so, I came
to know her as a fellow Kentuckian, a friend of some of my
friends, a friendly, attractive young woman with, then and still,
one of the best smiles in the world as I have known it. (We
serious writers notice such things, of course, only in passing.)
Because we had mutual friends, I came to know Bobbie
somewhat better, and later also her husband, Roger Rawlings. I
remember Bobbie and Roger coming with Jim and Joan Hall
to visit us here on the Kentucky River in 1970. And then, in the
late 1970s, when Roger and I were employed briefly by the same
publisher, I remember him telling me excitedly that Bobbie’s
short stories had begun to be accepted by The New Yorker. Then
in 1982 came Shiloh and Other Stories, and I read it promptly.
I was aware from the first that Bobbie was a writer, but I had
read none of her apprentice work. By the time I came to know
her as a writer, she was an accomplished writer. But I knew
from my own experience how little her talent, obviously rare
and fine, and how much her dedication and effort accounted
for the quality of her work. I knew that she would have had to
follow the gradient of history downward finally to knowledge
that was uniquely local and personal. She would have had to
find the language that would enable her to imagine what she
knew, what her life in her native circumstances had taught her,
and then to imagine what was known by other people in other
circumstances. Above all, she would have had to discover or
invent the syntax and the cadence that would authenticate and
authorize her sentences. Now I would say, as if it were a gift
and partly it is, that her “ear” is about perfect.
Few writers, I think, have been so talented and lucky as to
escape such an effort to learn their art. This makes among
them a common knowledge that can, and ought to, make their
work less lonely. This is a sort of elemental kindness for which
I have been grateful to Bobbie, just as I am grateful to her for a
succession of kindness more deliberate and generous.
From my own point of view, it counts inestimably that
Bobbie and I are Kentucky writers. Perhaps this is of no interest to outsiders, but to Kentucky writers our sharing in the
fate of an actual common ground seems unavoidably to matter. What Kentucky writers have remarkably in common is
the diversity of their places of origin or their dwelling places.
Kentucky has six “physiographic” regions that differ, some-

times almost diametrically, in geography, history, and economy. Within those regions are myriads of small places, each of
them, when well known, unlike any of the others. Kentucky
writers are unlikely to have been formed or informed by
places that have been written about before. And so, it seems
to me that the more we have submitted to the influence of
our places, the more we differ from one another—but, since
writer is not a sport or a battle or a stock market, the more we
need one another, and the more the work of each one of us is
steadied and completed by the work of the others.
To prepare to write this piece, I reread Bobbie’s novel, Spence
+ Lila, which I read first in 1985, when it was new. It immediately declared itself to me then as a book I needed: the story
of an elderly farming couple of a kind familiar to me—sane,
thrifty, devoted to their marriage, household, garden, and
farm, now living in the toxic and sterile new world of industrial agriculture and industrial medicine. If I needed that book
in 1985, I learned by rereading it that I need it much more
now, when I, like Spence and Lila, have grown old. That is a
wonderful thing to say about a book that was published when
its author was only 45. This book bears a sadness that is both
historical and personal, but its realizations of the life of the
human heart and of lasting love are triumphant. It is, in the
passages where it most counts, and overall, a beautiful book.
An essential understanding, by now familiar to me, comes
with my recognition that Spence + Lila is a book I need that I
could never have written. That takes away at once the possibility of envy or any thought of competition. I am by that much
undistracted and free to do my own work. But it also leads to
a much finer, more useful possibility: that Bobbie’s work and
mine may be mutually reinforcing and clarifying, and we may
be in a sense co-authors with each other and with other Kentucky writers, of a greater work of imagination that will help
our people finally to cherish and heal our battered land.
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Dear Ann
By Jayne Moore Waldrop

A Journey into the Great “What If ”?

A

nn Workman is on a journey, 50 years in the
making.
Dear Ann begins in 2017 with Ann feeling
trapped on a colossal cruise ship in the Caribbean
on a trip with her husband Richard. She’s in her mid-seventies,
facing a present-day crisis but looking back in time, considering
the decisions she made as a young woman in the 1960s when
she left Kentucky for graduate school. She recalls old letters, still
clear in her memory, from a college professor and mentor who
had urged her to head west.
Berea, Kentucky
October 11, 1965
Dear Ann,
When you graduate, please go straight to California. I know you can get a Stanford fellowship. I will
put in a word for you. It will be liberating for you
there. When I traveled from Kentucky to California, I
began to understand America through our fellow
pioneer, Daniel Boone. I remember standing on a cliff
at Santa Cruz, at the edge of the Pacific, and watching
all the seabirds soar out to sea, and I thought about
Daniel Boone atop Cumberland Mountain, surveying
the unbounded promise of the wilderness. And I was
stupefied to be there. Of course, I was stoned, and for
a while I felt I was Daniel Boone. Ann, what is your
opinion of Daniel Boone these days?
Your erstwhile professor,
Albert
P.S. Please do what I say.
As Ann recalls Albert’s letters while staring at the azure
sea, she wonders what might have happened if she had taken
his advice instead of choosing the graduate program at small
Harpur College in upstate New York. She ponders a universal
question: What if she’d taken a different path at that critical
point in her life?
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What a blast it would be to start over—in California. Wasn’t California something of a dream by definition? She could reimagine her life.
With the professor’s letters, the novel begins its partial
epistolary style, a mix of narrative through Ann’s point
of view with letters that flesh out the other main characters. Ann takes the reader along on this journey (as well
as another type of “trip”), and the letters she receives from
Mama, Albert, and later Jimmy and Chip, add depth and
insight into Ann’s past. The letters reveal the competing
influences a young woman might have faced in the 1960s
as she launched into an independent life.
Ann begins her reimagined life in 1966 as she drives
cross-country alone in a 1952 Chevrolet from her family
farm in Hopewell, Kentucky, to Palo Alto, California. On
the drive she feels “the past receding, the future nowhere
yet.”
Her life in California takes shape in an upstairs apartment located behind her exotic landlady’s home. It’s a
plainly furnished studio decorated in a nightmarish color
scheme of screaming pink and mauve, with a small dark
bathroom outfitted in a somber dark burgundy that made
Ann look sallow. The campus is a place both grand and
lonesome, unlike anything she had seen before, with manicured lawns, tropical flowers, and palm and eucalyptus
trees. She worries that she’ll never belong here, feeling certain “that a more backwards bumpkin had never crossed
the threshold of almighty Stanford University.”
Dear Ann captures the essence of time, place, and habits
from the mid-1960s, immersing the reader through vivid
descriptions of the era from clothing (flirty baby doll pajamas and ubiquitous blue-jeans), the smell of new unknown
foods wafting from a neighbor’s kitchen, bookshelves built
from concrete blocks and raw boards, and the defining role
of music from the Beatles to Bob Dylan to the Grateful
Dead. In addition to these authentic details, the book conveys the feel of the sixties, both the legendary freedoms of
the era and the building unrest as the Vietnam War escalates. Change and conflict are rampant.

kyhumanities.org

For Ann, everything is unfamiliar and a bit confusing.
She has the newfound freedom to create a life different
from all she has known in rural Kentucky, but there’s a
discomfort for her, too. She doesn’t know if she’s smart
enough to keep up with her more urbane classmates. She’s
never had wine with supper. She doesn’t know how to
brew coffee. She’s not particularly interested in the concept of free love. Ann wants true love. She wants romantic
love, the Real Thing, she tells her psychologist.
As she attempts to settle in, letters from Mama and
Albert bookend Ann’s challenge of navigating her new
life. Mama’s letters keep her connected to Kentucky,
encourage her to do well in school, and provide plainspoken explanations on topics from frying chicken to
growing “reddishes.” Albert’s letters push Ann to experience all that California can offer, advising her to shake
loose but reminding her “to develop a truer sense of Kentucky, for one day you will return, and you will see it, as
Buddha or somebody says, for the first time. You must
always remember where you came from. You will need to
know that one day.”
Protests against the Vietnam War grow, as does resistance to the draft as casualties rise. Unease builds as “[a]
jumpy mood was spreading over campus—louder voices and more desperate questions. To Ann, immersed in
Victorian novels and the Irish Renaissance, the antiwar
talk seemed disorienting.”
And then Jimmy steps into her life. Or back into her
life.
It’s 1967, and they’re heading into the Summer of Love.
Despite Ann and Jimmy’s dissimilar backgrounds—he’s
from an upper-middle-class Chicago suburb and drives
a brand-new Mustang, his college graduation gift—they
share a deep love of literature and music, as well as a certain quirkiness. He rebels against his family’s privilege
and expectations, but he is genuinely interested in the
details of her Kentucky farm family. With long, messy
hair and wearing an old duffel coat, he’s not a typical
Stanford boy, she thinks. Ann and Jimmy dive into what
appears to be a perfect, exciting young love but growing
turmoil over the Vietnam War threatens in unexpected
and quite personal ways.
A masterfully complex novel, Dear Ann interweaves
memories, imagination, grief, and a lifelong longing for
the Real Thing.

Bobbie Ann Mason
Bobbie Ann Mason is one of those rare writers who,
by concentrating their attention on a few square miles
of native turf, are able to open up new and surprisingly
wide worlds for the delighted reader.
Robert Towers, The New York Review of Books
Bobbie Ann Mason’s native turf is western Kentucky. Her
writing captures its landscape and the everyday lives of people
as they face conflicts, transitions, dreams, and hopes.
Born in 1940, Mason grew up on a dairy farm near Mayfield. She attended grade school in the rural Cuba community in Graves County and graduated from Mayfield High
School. In childhood she wrote imitations of popular mystery series she enjoyed as a young reader and was inspired
by Louisa May Alcott’s Little Women.
She graduated from the University of Kentucky in 1962
with an English major and journalism minor. In college she discovered of work of other writers, especially
the fiction of Hemingway, Salinger, and Fitzgerald. She
also connected with a group of other young writers, now
affectionately referred to as UK’s literary Fab Five. All had
been students of UK professor, poet, and novelist Robert
Hazel. The group—Bobbie Ann Mason, Gurney Norman,
James Baker Hall, Wendell Berry, and Ed McClanahan—is
recognized for their major contributions to American arts
and letters, both as writers and teachers. Each has been
inducted into the Kentucky Writers Hall of Fame.
After graduating from the University of Kentucky, Mason
headed to New York City to write for movie magazines. She
later earned a master’s degree from State University of New
York at Binghamton and a Ph.D. in literature from the University of Connecticut.
Her first novel, In Country, was published in 1985. The
book was made into a 1989 Norman Jewison film starring
Bruce Willis and Emily Lloyd, with most filming shot on
location in western Kentucky. Mason’s memoir, Clear
Springs, was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize. She received
the Kentucky Book Award for The Girl in the Blue Beret and
Elvis Presley, among many other prizes. She is a former writer-in-residence at the University of Kentucky. She lives in
Kentucky.

kyhumanities.org
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Discussion Questions
On the acknowledgements page in Dear Ann, Bobbie Ann
Mason shares a clue into the inspiration for the novel:

Thing? With Jimmy or Richard, or was the Real Thing only
part of her reimagined life?

My awareness of the California counterculture goes
back as early as 1960. Gurney Norman, James Baker
Hall, Wendell Berry, and Ed McClanahan had been
students several years before me of poet and novelist
Robert Hazel at the University of Kentucky, and they
all went to Stanford University on Wallace Stegner
creative-writing fellowships….I have often wondered
what would have happened to me if I had gone to the
West Coast after college instead of the East Coast. I
did have a choice.

Music is an important part of Ann and Jimmy’s relationship,
from The Beatles and Smokey Robinson to Bob Dylan and
The Grateful Dead. From a cultural perspective, music defined the Vietnam War era. Was music influential in ending
the war, as Jimmy suggests in this passage?
“I heard that a new Beatles album is coming the first
of June.”
“Yeah, I heard. I love the Beatles. They could end the
war.”

Why do you think the author named the main character
Ann? What other traits does the fictional character share
with the author?
Dear Ann is a partial epistolary novel in which letters from
multiple important characters—Mama, Albert, Jimmy, and
later Chip—are critical to the story. How do the letters support the structure of the book? How do their letters differ
and how do they influence Ann? Why do you think there are
no letters from Ann?
In her mind, California would be a kaleidoscope of
sunny skies, convertibles, bright blonds, unusual trees.
Albert was right, she thought. Out there, she would
open up like a flower. But Palo Alto, when she arrived,
was cloudy, and the farm fields were dry and dusty,
spreading a haze over the coastal hills. It appeared to
be a quiet little city, hardly larger than Paducah. Something sweet-smelling drifted through the air, and flowers
bloomed luxuriantly everywhere.

As two significant women characters, Mama and Pixie are
important influences in Ann’s life. Discuss their differences
and any similarities they may share. Who are the influential
women in your life?
Pixie is unlike any girl or woman Ann has known. She scoffs
at Ann’s notions of romantic love, encourages her to get on
the Pill, and demonstrates that life doesn’t have to be rigidly
traditional, as demonstrated in this section. Discuss her role
in the book.

How would you describe Ann’s arrival in California, and
her adjustment to life there? Was she a pioneer like Daniel
Boone, as Albert suggested in his first letter to her?

Pixie’s bathroom was burgundy like Ann’s, but it had
a window, with a view of the parking strip. The light
brightened the murky tile. A swath of lace curtain material was slung across a brass rod. The lace edges were
raw. All that time Mama had spent hemming curtains
and working those metal cooks into drape tops, Ann
thought. So much work. Why bother? This hank of
lace cut straight from the bolt made a more interesting aesthetic statement. Pixie was saying she wasn’t a
slave to conformity or pointless labor.
You don’t have to hem curtains! Or mess with drape
hooks! Ann felt a little tug in her chest, like the loosening of a tight bra strap.

Ann tells her psychologist Frank that “I want to be in love
with someone….I want someone to be in love with me. That’s
what I mean, for it to work both ways. That would be romantic love, the Real Thing.” Do you think Ann found the Real

Ann and Stephen make the trip up the mountain on his
motorcycle to visit Albert’s friends in the commune. Discuss the day as it developed, including Ann’s responses to
Stephen, Albert’s friends, and perhaps Albert himself.

6
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Ann and Jimmy’s experiment with LSD seemed to be a turning point for Jimmy. Discuss how the day may have led to his
enlistment, as Ann believed.
Two weeks on the farm in a post-acid daze made Ann
feel warmly attached to her family, as if she need never
leave. She saw her parents through Jimmy’s eyes as she
imagined bringing him there. But when she imagined
hoeing tomatoes and canning green beans for the next
fifty years, she was glad to return to California.
How did Ann’s relationship with her family change over the
course of the book?
He isn’t supposed to be here. She feels a trace of vertigo from an almost imperceptible wobble of the cruise
ship. But they are in California, she thinks, clutching
the rail. It can be a different story.
Discuss your response, as a reader, when Jimmy dropped
into the story.
Ann rejects a life on the farm, but images of gardens and
the hard work of tending a piece of land appear throughout
the book. After Jimmy’s death, she works through her grief
in upstate New York by keeping a garden journal that eventually becomes her first book. What does this connection
to the earth and nature mean for Ann? Why do so many
young people reject life on the farm today?
While Ann has a strong connection to the land and place, her
husband Richard is associated with water. He’s described as a
man who had built a boat and whose dying wish is to go on a
Caribbean cruise. The trip was clearly not Ann’s idea. She spends
much of the cruise reimagining her life, including grieving for
Jimmy. Discuss the differences between Ann and Richard and
how their differences manifest in their married life.
Mama’s letters post from Hopewell, Kentucky, where Ann
grew up. In Country, Mason’s first novel, is also set in the fictional town of Hopewell and tells the story of another family

grieving and struggling in the decades after the Vietnam War.
How do In Country and Dear Ann bookend the Vietnam War
era? What does a town like Hopewell represent in American
history and literature?

For Further Reading
If you enjoyed Dear Ann, you may want to read additional titles by Bobbie Ann Mason, other books about the
Vietnam War, or work by the writers to whom Dear Ann
is dedicated.
Other books by Bobbie Ann Mason:
Shiloh and Other Stories (1982)
Feather Crowns (1993)
Clear Springs (1999)
The Girl in the Blue Beret: A Novel (2011)
Books about the Vietnam War:
In Country by Bobbie Ann Mason (1985)
The Best and the Brightest by David Halberstam (1972)
The Things We Carried by Tim O’Brien (1990)
The Sympathizer by Viet Thanh Nguyen (2015)
Mason’s work – from oldest to most recent –
in The New Yorker:
“Offerings” (1980),
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/1980/02/18/offerings
“Mayfield, Before and After” (2021),
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/personal-history/mayfield-before-and-after
Books by writers named in the dedication:
Divine Right’s Trip by Gurney Norman (1972)
Famous People I Have Known by Ed McClanahan (2003)
The Long-Legged House by Wendell Berry (1969)
Yates Paul, His Grand Flights, His Tootings by James Baker
Hall (1963, reprinted 2002)
Praise and Threnody: Collected Poems by Robert Hazel
(2021)
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Kentucky Humanities

K

entucky Humanities is an independent, nonprofit corporation affiliated with the National Endowment for
the Humanities. Kentucky Humanities is supported by the National Endowment and private contributions.
Each year, Kentucky Humanities provides funding for more than 550 public humanities programs. Sponsored
by local organizations and held in familiar community settings, these programs reach across the Commonwealth.
Since its founding in 1972, Kentucky Humanities has committed more than $18 million toward humanities programs for
Kentuckians. The humanities are for everyone!
Kentucky Humanities programs include:
PRIME TIME Family Reading®
Kentucky Chautauqua®
 magazine
Museum on Main Street exhibits
Grants for community projects
Speakers Bureau
Kentucky Book Festival®


In 2022, Kentucky Humanities is celebrating 50 years of supporting humanities programming in the Commonwealth.
To learn more about the year-long celebration and how you can participate, visit 

@KYHumanities

Cralle Foundation
Views expressed in this publication do not necessarily reflect the views or policies of the NEH or the Kentucky Humanities board
and staff.
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